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1. Introduction

If DO,DU ••• are linear maps from an algebra A to an algebra B, both over
the complexes, then {DO,DU •••} is a system of derivations if for all a, b in A and
for all nonnegative integers k, we have

(1.1) Dk(ab)=
»=o

where C(k,i) is the binomial coefficient kyil(k — i)l. By (1.1) we see that Do

must be a homomorphism and in case Do = I, where / is the identity map, D± is
a derivation and, for k ^ 2, the Dk are higher derivations in the sense of Jacobson
(1964), page 191. Gulick (1970), Theorem 4.2, proved that if A is a commutative
regular semi-simple F-algebra with identity and {DO,DU •••} is a system of deriva-
tions from A to B = C(S(A)), the algebra of all continuous functions on the
spectrum of A, where Dox = x, then the Dk are all continuous. Carpenter (1971),
Theorem 5, shows that the regularity condition is unnecessary and Loy (1973)
generalizes this a bit further. One of the many interesting features of systems of
derivations is that they help determine analytic structure in Banach algebras
(see for example, Miller (to appear)).

In Section 2 we will characterize the systems of derivations on the algebra
of all power series over the complex numbers.

In Section 3 we show that given a system of derivations {DO,DU •••} on
certain F-algebras of power series, we have continuity of the maps Dk, for k ^ 0,
under a mild restriction on Do. This generalizes Loy's (1969) result for single
derivations and the proof is a modification of his proof.

In Section 4 we will use the results of Sections 2 and 3 to characterize essen-
tially all systems of derivations on certain radical Banach algebras of power
series considered by Grabiner (1967), (1971), (1973), (1974), (to appear), gene-
ralizing his characterization of derivations in (1974).
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[2] Systems of derivations 359

A characterization of systems of derivations is made in Gulick (1970), Co-
rollary 5.12, where A = CN (U) = {/: U - C, U open in R:fw is in C(U),
0 g /c g JV} for some N where JV ^ 1, B = C\U) and Do = /. An interesting
representation theorem for higher derivations may be found in Miller (1967).
The author wishes to express his thanks to Professor Sandy Grabiner who directed
the author's thesis (of which this paper is a part) and to the referee for his simpli-
fication of the proof of Theorem 3.1.

We now establish some preliminary notations and formulas. Throughout
this paper A will denote an algebra of power, series over the complex numbers
without the identity and which contains the indeterminate z. A' will denote the
algebra formed from A by adjoining the identity. If I? and S are sets, then R\S
will denote the complement of S in R. If {DO,DU •••} is a system of derivations
on A', we have the following important formulas which are a special case of
Gulick (1970), Theorem 3.4.

(1.2) Dk(p(z)) = Z D(k,j)pu\D0(z))

where k ^ 1, p(z) is any polynomial in A', pU) is the j t h derivative of p and

(1.3)

where the sum runs over the collection o{k,j) of all sets of integers

L = {«l>"">«r(L)»ml»""»wr(L)}

such that
r(L) r(L)

1 g mx < ••• < mr(L) <: k, E nqmq = k and I n , = j
q=l q=l

where, if L is in o{k,j), HL(<&(mq, nq)) is the product over q from 1 to r(L) of
<t>(mq, nq) where the mq and nq are in L.

2. Systems of Derivations on C[[z]]

Throughout this section we will assume that A' = C[[zJ], the algebra of
all formal power series £faoa.z' with complex coefficients where A' is given
the usual Frechet topology determined by coordinatewise convergence (that is,
the seminorms {|| • ||B: | H J S O ^ ' I B = sup0s.y5.n|a/|}n

co
=o generate the topology).

We note that A' is a topological algebra with this topology. Since each A'\znA',
0 g n < oo, is finite dimensional, we have a norm on each A'jznA' which induces
a seminorm on A' for each n ^ 1. It is easy to see that the usual Frechet topology
is the same as that generated by these seminorms (compare Scheinberg (1970)
for this and other questions concerning .4).
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360 Henry J. Schultz [3]

DEFINITION 2.1. Suppose f,g belong to A' and h belongs to A and let
f = a0 + avz + •••. Also suppose R and S are two linear operators on A'.
We define:

(A) Th(f) = / o h, formal power series composition.

(B) Df = a1 + 2a2 + "- + nanz"-1 + " - .

(C) (gD)f = g(Df).

(D) (SoR)f = S(R(f)).

(E) SJ = So •••o S, the operator S being repeated j times.

(F) Pn(f) = an, 0 g n < co.
(G) If g =£ 0, f/ie« order{g) is the least integer k such that pk(g) # 0.

If G = 0> ^ e n order(g) = oo.

It is clear that for all h in A and ginA', Th is an endomorphism of .4', ^D is a
derivation of 4 ' and Th and #Z) are continuous in the usual Frechet topology
on A'.

Any endomorphism T of A' is continous. To see this we notice that a series
in A' is invertible if and only if it does not belong to A (i.e., A is a radical algebra).
From this we can easily show that order(T(z)) ^ 1; since if po(T(z)) = <5 ̂  0,
we would have T(5 — z) in A and not invertible in A' whereas d — z is invertible
in A'. Since T is an endomorphism, T(<5 — z) is invertible in A' which is a contra-
diction. Now, for all n, we see that T(zM') is contained in T(z)"A' which is
contained in z"A' since order(T(z)) ^ 1 and hence T is continuous. (Scheinberg
(1970), page 324, uses this type of argument in cases where we are assured that
order(T(z)) ^ 1).

Due to the special nature of our topology on C[[z]], we can modify an
argument of Johnson (1969), page 9, without using the closed graph theorem as
he does, to obtain the following lemma:

LEMMA 2.2. Suppose {D0,Dl, •••} is a system of derivations on A' = C[[z]].
Then all Dk, 0 ^ k < GO, are continuous.

PROOF. We know already that Do is continuous. We proceed by induction
on the Dk. Let k be some positive integer and let gr = g0 + g j z + • • • be an arbitrary
element of A'. Then Dk(g) = Z™=0/n(g)z , where all of the /„ are linear functionals
on A'. We claim that all the /„ are continuous. To see this, we fix an arbitrary
non-negative integer n and pick an arbitrary h in A'. We now obtain:

= p(k] £ A,(z) Din+k^{z) Din+k+2(h)\

<j = °
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[4] Systems of derivations 361

by repeated application of formula (1.1). In each summand of the last expression
at least n + 1 of the iy, ••-, in+k+l must be zero. However, we know that order
(D0(z)) "§. 1 and so it must be the case that order(£>A[(z

n"t"';+1/i)) > n, which
implies that fa(z

n+k+1h) = 0. Hence

and so /„ is continuous. Since n was arbitrary, all the /„ = pnDk are continuous.
Since the pn are all continuous and our topology on A' is that of coordinatewise
convergence, it is clear that Dk is continuous and this completes the induction.

Notice that in the preceding proof the crucial facts used were that A is closed
under division (i.e.,/in A and fg in A imply g is in A' (Grabiner (1971), p. 653) and
that order(D0(z) ^ 1 (which as we have seen, is true if A is a radical algebra). This
means that Lemma 2.2 holds on any subalgebra B' of A' if B is closed under
division and is a radical algebra.

We now characterize the systems of derivations on A'.

THEOREM 2.3. The collection of all systems of derivations {DO,DU •••}
of A' = C[[zJ] is in a one-to-one correspondence with the collection of sequences
of power series {go,9u'"} where g0 runs over A and, for i Si 1, the gl run
over A'. The correspondence is determined by (2.4) and (2.5) below:

{D0,.,.,Dk,---} -> {go,—,gk, — } , where
(2.4)

gk = Dk(z), 0 ^ k < oo

{gor--,9k,---} -> {D0,---,Dk,---}, whe re
(2.5)

Do = Tgo and

Dk = i k\ z n (T7kp*»T ) ( r - ° DJ)> 1 - k < °°
where the notation is as in formulala (1.3).

PROOF. Suppose {Do, £),,-••} is a system of derivations of A'. Since Do is
an endomorphism of A', we have D0(p(z)) = TDo(z){p(z)) for all polynomials
p(z) in A' and, as we saw above, we also have that Do is continuous in the usual
Frechet topology on A'. The polynomials are dense in A' in this topology and
so Do = TBo(2) on all of A'. Lemma 2.2 tells us that, for all k ^ l,Dk is continuous,
and formulas (1.2) and (1.3) tell us how each Dk is defined on the polynomials
of A'. Combining this information we can conclude that, for k 2g 1, Dk is given
on all of A' by the following formula:

(2.6) D f c = S f c ! Z
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362 Henry J. Schultz [5l

where the notation is as in formula (1.3). So, with {DO,DU •••} we associate the
sequence of power series {D0(z),D1(z), •••}.

Conversely, given a sequence of power series {go,9i,-"}, we know that
Tgo is an endomorphism and see immediately that gt = Dt(z) for 0 ^ i < oo
and that each Dk is continuous. Hence, we have only to show that each Dk satisfies
formula (1.1) where a = p{z) and b = q(z) are polynomials, since the polynomials
are dense in A'. But the linearity of each Dk requires that we need only show
formula (1.1) holds for monomials a = zm and b = z", m 2; 1, n ^ 1. Now,
letting s = m + n so that s 5; 2, we may apply formula (2.5) for Dk, k ^ 1, to
z* where #,- = £>f(z) for 0 ^ i < oo. Then we reverse the argument of Gulick
(1970), pages 473-74, to obtain Dk(z') = I ) = o C(k,j)Dj(zm)Dk-j(z") for all k ^ 1
and the proof is completed.

Looking again at the proof of Theorem 2.3 we see that if B' is any subalgebra
of C[[z]] for which B is closed under division and radical, then any system of
derivations of B' must be of the form (2.5) where g0 belongs to B and gt belongs
to B' for all i ^ 1. This conclusion also holds (by Wilansky (1964), page 204))
if B' is an F-algebra of power series continuously embedded in C[[z]] (with the
Frechet topology) such that B is closed under division and radical.

3. Continuity of F-algebras of Power Series

Throughout this section, A' will be an algebra of power series with a complete
metrizable locally convex topology determined by a sequence of seminorms
{ I • ||n} which makes it a topological algebra under which the coefficient projec-
tions pj are all continuous. In this section, we do not require the polynomials to
be dense in A' for this topology and we will not be able to use the technique of
Johnson (1969), page 9, to obtain continuity as we did in the previous section since
his technique requires that the algebra be closed under division (see Grabiner (1971),
page 653)) and the algebras we wish to consider do not usually have this property.
Conversely, the techniques used in this section will not apply to A' = C[[z]~],
the algebra of all power series with complex coefficients, since C[[z]] fails (for
example, by note (1) at the end of this section) to satisfy condition (£) which
will come into play in the following paragraph.

Loy (1969), Theorem 1, showed that if A' satisfied the condition
which we shall call condition (£), that there exists a sequence {eB}n^0 of positive
numbers such that the family {en~

1pn}nao is equicontinuous, then any derivation
Dj (or in our language, a map D1 in a system of derivations of the form
{I,DUD2, •••}) on A' is continuous. Note that if A' is a Banach algebra, then
condition (£) always holds, where we let en = | pn | for n ^ 0. We now have the
following generalization of Loy's result.
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[6] Systems of derivations 363

THEOREM 3.1. Suppose A' satisfies condition (E) and suppose {Do, Du---}
is a system of derivations on A'for which order (D0(z)) ^ 1. Then Dt is continuous
for i ^ 0.

PROOF. The idea of the proof is similar to that of Loy (1969), pages 420-421,
but the details are more complicated. Since order(D0(z)) ^ 1 we have that Do

is an endomorphism of A' for which the dimension of the range of Do is greater
than one, and so by Loy (preprint), Theorem 10, (compare Johnson (1967),
Theorem 9.1), Do is continuous. We proceed by induction and assume Do, Du

•••,Dh-t are continuous. Suppose Dh is not continuous. Then, since {pn}n^0 is a

separating family of continuous linear functionals on A', the closed graph theorem
implies that the discontinuity of Dh gives us a (least) k 2; 0 such that pkDh is
discontinuous.

Let U be a neighborhood of zero such that for all x in U, | pjDh(x) | ^ 1 for
O g j ^ k - 1 . We use the equicontinuity of {e^Pnj^o to produce a neigh-
borhood of zero V such that for all x in V, | pn(x) | ^ sn for n S: 0. Since mul-
tiplication on A' is jointly continuous, there exist sequences of positive numbers
{K}*zi and {5n}n§1 so that if fl x |, < a and | y % < P for 1 ^ i ^ Mn where
<xP < 5n, then | xy ||y < 1 for 1 ^ ; ^ n. Let order (D0(z)) = N ^ 1. For
simplicity, we allow sums over void index sets and let their value be zero.

We now define inductively a sequence {xn}ng l in A' so that the following
conditions hold:

(1) xn is in U.

(2) S*=1 C(hJ)Dj(z»)Dh^xn) is in K

(3) || xn\\t < 2-"^min{| z'fl-1: l ^ 1 g « I l g m g » } , l | i ^ i f , .

(4) | PnN(D0(z)-) 11 ̂ D . f e ) | ^ (2(«JV + fe) + h + l)snN+k

Now, by (3), if m > ;, then | zm~ixm \\t < 2 ~m for 1 ^ i ^ m. Hence, for
each j , ~£m>Jz

m~Jxm converges in A' to some element yt. We have y0 — Emgizmxm.
Furthermore, in the following argument, we assume n = QN + k for some
integer 2 ^ 1 and define h(n) = n + h + 1. From the definition of the j>y we
have

Moreover, using the fact that Do is an endomorphism with order(£>0(z))
and using formulas (1.1), (1.2) and (1.3) we obtain

= Pn ( E a/i,/)!)^**"')^-^-))) = 0
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364 Henry J- Schultz [7]

Hence,

Pn(Dh(y0))=

= pjf D0(z)lDh(xd) + p/l! 2 CiKfiDj^D^j
\> = l I \> = l y = i

= l! 2 PjiDoizy^jiD^x,)) + 2 p i 2 CfaflDj

Now we notice that if j < Ni, we have Pj(D0(z)') = 0, and so

G - l QJV

P-(^*(yo)) = PQN(Do(z)Q)pkMxQ)) + 2 2 p£D0(z)')pa-tPk(.xd)
i = 1 j = 0

+ 2 £ p/.D0(.z)l)p,,-jV)l{xd) +H£pn( 2 C(fc,/)^(
' 1 G V l

So, using (1) and (2), we have

- 2 S | Pj(I>o(z)C) 11 P--
i = 1 j = 0 .

- 2 } 2 |Pj(D0(zy)\-(QN + k + h + l)eQN+k ^ nsn
i = l j=QN+l

by condition (4).

Now, choose A > 0 such that ADh(y0) is in V. Then for all n such that
n ~ QN + k, Q = 1,2,•••, we have \X\nen ^ |pn(ADA(j0))| g en. Hence, since
A > 0, we have 1/n k |X\ > 0 for all n = QN + k where Q = 1,2, — . This
contradiction proves the theorem.

NOTES: (1) Loy (1971), Theorem 2, shows that A' satisfies condition (£)
if and only if there exists a sequence {£„}„> 0 of positive numbers such that
E

nPn(x) -* 0 f° r each x in A'.
(2) The most interesting case, where Do = /, satisfies order(D0(z)) = 1.

(3) Suppose A is a radical algebra. Then by the same argument we used
after Definition 2.1 we can conclude that order(D0(z)) ^ 1 holds for any endo-
morphism Do on A'.

(4) Without modifying the proof in the above theorem we could have
allowed A' to be an algebra of power series over some commutative Banach
algebra B (compare Loy (1970), page 373).
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[8] Systems of derivations 365

4. Systems of Derivations

Throughout this section we assume that A is a radical Banach algebra of
power series continuously embedded in C[[z]] with its usual Frechet topology.
We will also assume that the polynomials are dense in the norm topology on A.
On A' we define || X +f\ = | A | + | / | , where / belongs to A. These and more
general algebras have been considered by Grabiner (1967), (1971), (1973), (1974),
(to appear) and the characterizations we obtain in Theorems 4.3 and 4.6
generalize that obtained in (1974). For spaces of power series we now establish
(Grabiner (to appear), Definitions 2.7 and 3.2):

DEFINITION 4.1. (A) Ai0> = A' and, for n ^ 1, AM is the set of all f
belonging to A such that order(f) ^ n.

(B) If j is a non-negative integer, S-j(A) is the Banach space of all power
series f with zero constant term such that zJf belongs to A. The norm | • | ' on
S-j(A) is given by \\f\\' = \\ zJf\\. Note that S_0U) = A; i > j implies S_j(A)
is contained in S_;C4); and, for all i,j 2; 0, we have S_(i+J)(A) = S-j(S-j(A)).

For the rest of this section we assume that S_j(A) is a radical algebra for
j 2; 1, and with this assumption, we will characterize essentially all systems of
derivations on A'. This blanket assumption is made for simplicity even though
some of the following results hold with fewer restrictions. It will be seen in Re-
mark (1) at the end of this section that this is actually a very natural assumption.

Suppose we are given a map V of A' which is the restriction of a map W,
where W is one of the maps of C[[z]] given in Definition 2.1 (A), (B), or (C).
Given a positive integer;, we can consider Fto be defined on S-j(A) by letting
Fbe the restriction of Wto S'_j(A). In what follows this fact will be used without
explanation.

Before we proceed to the main theorem, we will need the following lemma
due to Grabiner (1967), (1974).

LEMMA 4.2. / / g is a formal power series, then the following conditions
are equivalent, where j is a positive integer.

(A) g belongs to S'_/^).
(B) gzj belongs to A'.
(C) gf belongs to A' for all f in Au\
(D) gf belongs to A' for some f belonging to AU) with order (/) = j .

PROOF. The equivalence of (A) and (B) is Definition 2.1 (B). We now prove
(B) implies (C). Suppose gzJ belongs to A'. If we are given an arbitrary / in Aa\
we can write / = zJf where / ' belongs to S'-j(A). Since S'_y(^) is an algebra,
gf belongs to SLj(A) and hence gf = zJgf belongs to A'. (C) implies (D) is
trivial, so we conclude by proving (I>) implies (B). Let gf belong to A' and let
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366 Henry J. Schultz [9]

/ = zlf where / ' where / ' belongs to S!_j(A) and has a non-zero constant term.
Since we assume that S-j(A) is a radical algebra, / ' is invertible in SLj(A). Now,
gf = zJh, where h belongs to SLj(A), and so gzJ = (gfXfT1 = z'KfT1-
As SLj(A) is a radical algebra, h{f')~l belongs to SLj{A) and hence gzj belongs
to A' and the proof is completed.

THEOREM 4.3. Suppose A is a radical Banach algebra of power series
continuously embedded in C\][zW so that the polynomials are dense in A' in
the norm topology. Further, assume that S-j(A) is a radical algebra for all
j S: 1 and that z2Df belongs to A' for all f in A'. Suppose Do is a fixed auto-
morphism of A'. Then the class of all systems of derivations {D0,D1, •••} is in
a one-to-one correspondence with the class of sequences {0o>0i>""} where
g0 = D0(z) is a fixed element in A \A(2) and the Dt(z) = gi are allowed to run
over A(r> for i 2: 1. The correspondence is as in Theorem 2.3.

PROOF. For the first, and most difficult, half of the proof, we will show
that, for a fixed automorphism Do of A', any system of derivations has the form
indicated in formula (2.5), with D0(z) = g0 belonging to A \Ai2) and D,(2) = 9t
belonging to Am for i }z 1.

Do is an endomorphism and so Do = TDo(z) on the polynomials of A'. We
claim that D0(f) = TDo(z)(/) for any element / in A'. To see this we notice that
since the polynomials are dense in A', there exists a sequence {£*}*;> i of poly-
nomials which converge to / in the norm topology on A'. As Do is an auto-
morphism, a result of Loy (preprint), Theorem 10 (compare Johnson (1967),
Theorem 9.1) implies Do is continuous on A' and so {D0(pk)}k^ t converges to D0{f)
in the norm topology on A' and hence, since A' is continuously embedded in
C[[z]]> converges to D0(f) in the usual Frechet topology restricted to A'. However,
TDo(z) is continuous on C[[z]] with the usual Frechet topology and since
TD0(Z) = ^o o n t n e polynomials the claim is proved. (A consequence of this is
that Do is actually an isomorphism on C[[z]]). Since z is quasinilpotent and
Do is bounded, it must be that D0(z) is quasinilpotent and so belongs to A, the
radical of A'. Hence order(I>0(z)) Si 1. Further, as Do is onto, we must have
p1(D0(z)) = 8 for some non-zero e and so order(D0(z)) = 1 implying that
g0 = D0(z) belongs to A\A™.

The fact that order(D0(z)) = 1 implies we may apply Theorem 3.1 to con-
clude that Dk is continuous for k ^ 1. Formulas (1.2) and (1.3) show that, for
k ^ 1,

Dk= n (^
a(k.j) L \nq-

holds on the polynomials of A'. For all k S: 1, the right side of (4.4) is con-
tinuous on C[[z]]. By the argument used at the beginning of the previous
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[10] Systems of derivations 367

paragraph we see that (4.4) holds on all of A', this being the form of formula (2.5)
as required.

To complete the first part of the proof we need only show that Dk(z)
belongs to A(2) for all k ^ 1. We proceed by induction on k. For k = 1,
£>! = D1(z)(D0o D). Dt(f) belongs to A' for all / in A'. If we can show
that (D0o D)(f) belongs to SL2(A)\SL1(A) for some / ' belonging to A',
we may apply Lemma 4.2 to conclude that Dt(z) belongs to A(2) which is what
we desire. To do this, we show first that there exists an / ' in A' so that D(f')
belongs to Sl2C4)\S:iG4). Clearly, if/belongs to A', the hypothesis that z2D(f)
belongs to A' implies that D(f) belongs to SL2(A). Now suppose that D{A') is
contained entirely in SL^A). Then zD{A') is contained in A' and since
{/, zD, (zD)2, •••} is a system of derivations of A', zD is continuous by Theorem 3.1.
However, zD(z") = nz" for all n *t 1 and this contradicts the continuity of zD.
Hence there exists some / ' in A' so that £>(/') belongs to S'-2(A)\S'-1(A).

Since Do = TDo(3) is an isomorphism of A' (and also of C[[z]]), D0(z
2D(J'))

= D0(z)2D0(D(f')) belongs to A'. Also order (D0(z)2) = 2 and so, by Lemma 4.2
((£>) implies (A)), D0(Df')) belongs to S'_2U).

We now show that D0(D(/')) does not belong to S'-i(A) by showing that
Do is an automorphism of S'-t(A). Suppose g belongs to SL^A), and hence zg
belongs to A'. Then D0(zg) = D0(z)D0(g) belongs to A' where order (D0(z)) = 1
and so, by Lemma 4.2, D0(g) belongs to SL^A). In the same way DQ 1(SL1(A))
is contained in SLt(A) and so Do is an automorphism of S'-i(A). This says
that £>0(D(/')) belongs to S'_2G4)\S'_1G4), hence D^z) belongs to A(2) and the
first step of the induction is completed.

We now assume D1(z),---,Dk-1(z) all belong to A{2). We may use formula
(4.4) to conclude that the following formula holds for all / in A'.

Dk(n = ( £ ft! E n (}h)iinD*iz)YYDo ° DJ)Yf)

\j=2 o(/t,j) L \nqi/mqi ) ] )
( 4 ' 5 ) +(Dk(z)(D0oDW)

We now claim that, if / belongs to A', then D\f) belongs to SL2J(A) for
all j ^ 1. This holds for j = 1 so, proceeding by induction, we assume that
j > 1 and that DJ~\A') is contained in S_'(2,._2)G4). Since D\A') = D(DJ~\A')),
it remains only to show D(S'_(2j-_2)04)) is contained in S'_2jG4). Let / belong to
S'_(2y_2)(i4). Then (z\Df)z2J-2 = z2D(fz2j~2) - (2/ - 2) /z2 j " 1 and since both
terms on the right hand side of the equality belong to A', it must be that
(z2Df)z2J~2 belongs to A' and so £>(f) belongs to S_2jG4). This completes
the induction implying that D\A') is contained in SL2J(A) for j ^ 1.

Now, for all i ^ 1, D0(SLt(A)) is contained in S'-t(A). This is true since,
if g belongs to SL^A), then D0(z'g) = D0(z)lD0(g) belongs to A' where
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order(D0(z)') = i. Hence, Lemma 4.2 ((D) implies (A)) says that D0(g) belongs
to S'-j(A). We may conclude that (Do o DJ)(A') is contained in S'_2j(A).

For each L belonging to o{k,j) where j is an integer such that 2 g j g it,
nL(l/n,!(l/m,!Dmo(z))"«) belongs to ^ ( 2 j ) . This is because lq

(t[ nq = j and
also since, by the induction hypothesis, each T)m(z) belongs to A{2) where
1 ^ q ^ r(L). Hence, by Lemma 4.2(C), the first of the two summands on
the right hand side of (4.5) is in A' and so (Dk(z)(D0 o D))(A') is contained
in A'. Now, using the same argument as in the first step of the induction, Dk{z)
must belong to A(2), completing the induction and with it, the first half of the
proof.

Conversely, given a sequence of power series {go,9i, •••}, where g0 is a
fixed element of A \A(2) so that Do = Tgo is an automorphism of A' and g{ belongs
to Ai2) for i S: 1, suppose that {Do, Du •••} is a system of maps where the Dk are
defined by formula (2.5). We want to show that {DO,DU •••} is a system of deri-
vations of A'. Since, by Theorem 2.3, {D0,Dt •••} satisfies the Leibniz formula
(1.1), we need only that Dj(A') is contained in A' for all j .

DQ(A') is contained in A' by hypothesis. We proceed by induction and assume
that D0(A'), D ^ ' X "-.Afc-iO4') are all contained in A'. We then have:

H
nq-

However, as was seen earlier, (Tgo o DJ)(A') is contained in SL2j(A) for all j and
also, for each L in a{k,f), 1 £ j £ k, UL(ljnq\(llmq\gm/') belongs to Aw\
Combining these two facts, Lemma 4.2(C) implies that Dk(A') is contained in
A'. This completes the proof of the theorem.

We proceed immediately to our second major theorem.

THEOREM 4.6. Suppose A is a radical Banach algebra of power series
continuously embedded in C[j_zJ] so that the polynomials are dense in A' in
the norm topology. Further, assume that S_j(A) is a radical algebra or j ^ 1
and that (z2D)(f) converges in A' for all f in A'. IfD0 is a fixed endomorphism
of A' of the form Tgofor some g0 in A{2), then the class of all systems of derivations
{D0,D1,---} is in a one-to-one correspondence with the class of all sequences of
power series {go,gi, •••} where gt belongs to A' for i ^ 1. The correspondence is
as in Theorem 2.3.

PROOF. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.3, except that in
the case of Theorem 4.3 we had only that Tgo(S'-k(A)) was contained in S'_k(A)
for each k 5: 1. However, in this case, Tgo(SLk(A)) is contained in A'.
We argue as follows. Let / = a0 + a^z + ••• belong to SLk(A). Then TgJJ)
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= f° So = ao + ai9o +••• + ak-i9o~1+ho g0 where h is a member of
S^l(A). Hence, h = zkh' where h' belongs to SL2k{A), and since a0 + •••
+ ak-i(9o)kl is i n ^ ' . w e n e e d only show that ho g0 belongs to A', ho g0

= (gof(h' o 0O) belongs to ^ ' b y Lemma 4.2 since (go)
k belongs to A(lk) and

h' o g0 is in SL2k{A). (h' o g0 = Tgo{h') belongs to SL2k(A) since Tgo is an endo-
morphism of SL2k{A). In Theorem 4.3 we were able to argue that Tgo being an
automorphism of A' implied Tgo was also an automorphism of SL^A). We could
use the same arguments to conclude that Tgo is also an automorphism of S'_7(/4)
for any j > 1. These arguments do not work in Theorem 4.6 where Tga is an
endomorphism of A' with g0 belonging to A(2) since the fact that order (Tgo{z))
— N > 1 for some N only allows Lemma 4.2 to guarantee that Tgo(SLj(A)) is
contained in SLJN(A) for j k 1. However, it is easy to see that if A satisfies
condition (B) of Remark (1) below (and in particular, satisfies the hypotheses of
Theorem 4.6), then S-j(A) also satisfies condition (B) for all j ^ 1 (where A is
replaced by S^j(A)). For those Banach algebras of power series A which satisfy
condition (B), Grabiner (1974) has shown that for every g in A(2), Tg is an endo-
morphism of A'. If we replace A' by SL2k(A), we are done.) The rest of the proof
is similar to that of Theorem 4.3 and is omitted.

DEFINITION 4.7. (Grabiner (1971), page 643). / / {cn}n^x is a sequence of
positive numbers, then X<cn> is the set of all power series f= 2 n>i^B

z" for

which | / | | = Zng! | An|cn < oo. K<cn> is a Banach space under this norm.

REMARKS. (1) Grabiner (1974) has shown that if A is a Banach algebra of
power series with | zn | = cn, then either condition (̂ 4) or (J5) below will imply
that S^j(A) is a radical algebra for j ^ 0, and will also imply the hypotheses on
z2D for Theorems 4.3 and 4.6. We further note that (B) is strictly weaker than (A).

(A) {cn+klcn} is eventually non-increasing for some positive integer k
and I n ^ 0 n | pn 11 cn+1 \ converges.

(B) S_y(X<cn» is an algebra for j ^ 1 and z2Df is convergent in A' for
all / belonging to A' (i.e., the partial sums of z2Df converge in norm to z2Df).

(2) Theorems 4.3 and 4.6 characterize all the systems of derivations
{Do = Tgo,Dt,D2,•••} on A' where either Tgo is an automorphism (and so g0 is
in yl\v4(2)) or Tgo is an endomorphism of A' such that g0 belongs to A(T>. Now
suppose Tgo is an endomorphism (but not an automorphism) of A' where g0

belongs to A \.4(2). In this case it is easy to see that for each sequence of power
series {go,9i,"-} where gt is in Am for i ^ 1 there corresponds a system of
derivations {D0,Dit--} by formula (2.5), but, unlike the two previous cases,
Tgo does not seem to have nice enough properties to allow complete determina-
tion of the systems of derivations in this case.
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